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This presentation will describe new motion-based bioassays based on autonomously moving receptorfunctionalized nanomotors. The new motor-based sensing approach relies on new capabilities of modern
nano/microscale motors. Particular attention will be given to catalytic nanowire and microtube motors propelled by
the electrocatalytic decomposition of a chemical fuel, The increased cargo-towing force of new man-made nanomotors, along with their precise motion control within microchannel networks, versatility and facile functionalization, can be combined for developing advanced microchip systems based on active transport.
The motion-based biosensing strategy relies on the continuous movement receptor-modified microengines
through complex samples in connection to diverse ‘on-the-fly’ biomolecular interactions of nucleic acids, proteins,
bacteria or cancer cells. A variety of receptors, attached to self-propelled nanoscale motors, can thus move
around the sample and, along with the generated microbubbles, lead to greatly enhanced fluid transport and
accelerated recognition process. Selective capture and transport of target DNA and cancer cells from raw complex body fluids will be demonstrated. Key factors governing such motion-based sensing will be covered. The
resulting assays add new and rich dimensions of analytical information and offer remarkable sensitivity, coupled
with simplicity, speed and low costs. We will discuss the challenges of implementing molecular recognition into
the nanomotor movement and for generating well-defined distance signals. New microengines with a ‘built-in’
recognition capability, based on boronic-acid or molecularly-imprinted outer layers, will also be discussed. The
latter obviated the need for the receptor immobilization. The greatly improved capabilities of chemically-powered
artificial nanomotors could pave the way to exciting and important bioanalytical applications and to sophisticated
nanoscale and microchip devices performing complex tasks.
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